
From: Algis Ignatonis j _._ 

To: PKV - KI w V"tvv.  
Date: 1/21/97 4:20pm 
Subject: Allegation Info, etc. -Reply 

Kim, 

Regarding the concern of broken screws in the ice condenser, I sent the Concerned Individual 
(CI) an acknowledgement letter of his concerns plus DOL rights on January 14, 1996. The 
allegation case number is RII-96-A-0249. In my letter to the Cl, I indicated that we will provide 
the CI feedback on inspection findings. But I didn't say by when. We normally target closure 
of tech concerns within 90 days. In this case, it is March 20, 1997. Thus, I can provide the CI 
this information instead of the time frame we plan to perform inspection. In fact it may be 
inappropriate to tell him when we plan to inspect.  

Also, based on your allegation report, one can view the allegation against Puke Power 
whereas the Cl appears to have said that Duke had performed an internal analysis of the issue 
which did not involve Westinghouse nor did they (Duke Power) highlight the issue as an 
industry problem. Do you know if the Cl was making an allegation against Duke Power and 
TVA or was it TVA only ? I can attempt to contact the CI for clarification of his concern if it is 
warranted. Let us discuss this before I take any action in attempting to contact the Cl.  

CC: ATPI.HOC, MSL1
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From: 
To: 
Date: 
Subject:

Harold Christenson 
ATP2.AJ I 
1/21/97 3:34pm 
Allegation Info, etc. -Forwarded

Al,

For your info. What do I need to do with this.  

Chris

I



Peter VanDoom 
HOC 
1/16/97 12:04pm 
Allegation Info, etc.

The alleger re ice condenser work called today to inform me that he mailed a DOL complaint 
today. He is interested as to when we will be inspecting concern. Do you know yet? Also 

does the allegation coordinator need to know this info? I don't know the allegation number.  

Can you tell me what the main/tests inspection scheduled for 3/17/97 will consist of?

MSL1, PAT

From: 
To: 
Date: 
Subject:

CC:

/'i



From: Peter VanDoom 
To: AJI 
Date: 1/22/97 8:13am 
Subject: Allegation Info, etc. -Reply -Reply 

I believe that he was indicating that Duke Power may have inappropriately handled the issue at 

McQuire in that they failed to involve the vendor and did not highlight an industry issue. I do 

believe we need to look at McGuire. Duke may be somewhat unique in that they may have 

damaged screws during ice removal since they shook the ice out versus thermal drilling.


